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Introduction
What is our goal today?



INTRODUCTION

Today we’re having a conversation
We are responding to a very common request: 
“We have adopted a hybrid workplace strategy. Help me 
figure out how to better support the use of technology 
to keep us connected.”
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INTRODUCTION

Our background in this space

Research team workshop, 2021Florence Knoll and Knoll Planning Unit, 1946 Robert Propst & Herman Miller Research 
Division, 1960

MillerKnoll’s Global 
Research & Insights team 
are a group of global 
researchers and insight 
sharers building upon 
more than 75 years of 
research, including more 
than 50 focused on how to 
support more human-
centered technology 
experiences.
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INTRODUCTION

We work closely with technology leaders

GitLab WFH Guide, 2021Mother of All Demos, 1968 Microsoft Video Exploration, 2012

Slack
Microsoft
Samsung
Robin
GitLab
HP
Autodesk
Comfy
Logitech
… and others
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5 Foundational Concepts
For better understanding  
technology in the workplace



5 FOUNDATIONAL CONCEPTS

1. We can keep pace if we pay attention
Don’t let the tech freak 
you out - it moves 
slower than you’ve 
heard.
It doesn’t need to 
blindside us… we just 
need to know where to 
look.
(and good news… 
MillerKnoll is doing that for 
you)
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5 FOUNDATIONAL CONCEPTS

2. Distributed Hybrid
These are important but 
different concepts.
Our work has been 
spreading out – becoming 
distributed – across our 
offices and beyond for 
over fifteen years.
Hybrid workplace 
strategies are a means of 
supporting distributed 
work that provides greater 
choice of location, 
including corporate and 
home workspaces.
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5 FOUNDATIONAL CONCEPTS

3. Consumerization of technology
Consumer technology 
has reshaped our work 
experiences and 
expectations.
Intuitive and seamless 
have replaced slick and 
sophisticated, while 
democratizing access.
Supporting what’s in your 
employees’ pockets and 
backpacks should be your 
top priority. 
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5 FOUNDATIONAL CONCEPTS

4. The evolving nature of collaboration
If “collaboration” evokes 
an image of a 
conference room, then 
we need to fast-forward.
Distributed working and 
new software platforms 
have broadened 
collaboration. It can be co-
located or distributed. It 
can be synchronous or 
asynchronous. The 
workplace need to support 
the full range.
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5 FOUNDATIONAL CONCEPTS

5. Physical spaces still matter
The work is becoming 
digitized, but people 
remain physical beings.
Need to consider:
• Individuals and their 

devices
• Groups and their 

connection
• Communities and the 

buildings that support 
them
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3 Opportunities 
Good places to start to improve 
hybrid connectivity



3 OPPORTUNITIES

1. Support and amplify mobile technology
This is half the battle, 
because our mobile tech 
plays the most 
important role. 
Three essentials:
• Power access 
• Wi-Fi
• Surfaces & ergonomic 

support consistent with 
activity and duration

Also consider…
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3 OPPORTUNITIES

1. Support and amplify mobile technology
Supporting long-duration use is the key to supporting asynchronous collaboration
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3 OPPORTUNITIES

1. Support and amplify mobile technology
Beyond the workstation
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3 OPPORTUNITIES

1. Support and amplify mobile technology
At Home
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3 OPPORTUNITIES

1. Support and amplify mobile technology
Outdoors
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3 OPPORTUNITIES

1. Support and amplify mobile technology
You can ergonomics on-the-go
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3 OPPORTUNITIES

2. Create effective environments for video connection
Balance key 
considerations
• Posture
• Orientation 
• Sightlines 
• Gaze angle 
• Lighting
• Acoustics
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3 OPPORTUNITIES

2. Create effective environments for video connection
Common issue: orientation to camera and one another
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3 OPPORTUNITIES

2. Create effective environments for video connection
Common issue: what’s in or out of camera view
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3 OPPORTUNITIES

2. Create effective environments for video connection
Individual video spaces are just as important as rooms
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3 OPPORTUNITIES

2. Create effective environments for video connection
Good spatial design practices for video environments

• Have an opaque surface behind the users – don’t point cameras towards glass or an open space

• Use trapezoidal, teardrop, or guitar-pick style tables

• Render the camera angle on a plan view of the space to see who is or is not in view

• Surround the users with full-height walls if the use of headsets or headphones is not common

• Always use seating that swivels for primary meeting participants

• For individual spaces, provide a height-adjustable surface

• Consider user modesty related to camera angles and table selection

• Use chairs/stools without backs at head of room if there is a desire for additional seating when video is off

• Avoid high-glare tables and walls

• Lighting should come the front or above – indirect fixtures are best
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3 OPPORTUNITIES

2. Create effective environments for video connection
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3 OPPORTUNITIES

3. Accelerate your smart building plans
To help you understand 
your market and offer a 
better product
• Space utilization
• Sentiment Analysis
• Booking/reservation
• Energy management
• Visitor management
• Tenant experience
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3 OPPORTUNITIES

3. Accelerate your smart building plans
This should be done in 
close partnership with 
I.T.
• Explore together
• Pilot
• Understand security 

limitations
• Become more adept at 

data-driven decision-
making
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Closing
Further considerations, 
resources, and next steps



CLOSING

The Metaverse(s)
Will we do in the 
Metaverse?
• Play
• Be entertained
• Shop
• Work?
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CLOSING

Additional resources
From Colebrook Bosson 
Saunders
Work from Home 
Ergonomic tips

From Knoll

K Talk webinar: Building 
Space and Culture in a 
Phygital World
Meeting Spaces for 
Hybrid Work

From Herman Miller

Changes in Collaboration 
article for CoreNet 
Article in CIO Review to 
share with your tech team 
about smart building

From MillerKnoll

Looking Forward Podcast 
Episode: Better 
Experiences Through 
Smarter Buildings with Dr. 
Andrea Chegut
WFH tips
IN Magazine feature on 
Working in the Metaverse
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https://www.colebrookbossonsaunders.com/ergonomics/working_from_home_laptop
https://www.knoll.com/design-plan/resources/research/k-talks/replay-john-mccabe
https://www.mkinsightgroup.com/_files/ugd/39887b_204b2d655b6949d692a592d7f1f2f740.pdf
https://www.corenetglobal.org/applications/KCO/Document.aspx?itemNumber=42080&download=1
https://productivity-tools.cioreview.com/cxoinsight/a-cio%E2%80%99s-introduction-to-cre-tech-nid-29928-cid-115.html
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4pcCPXSkGojGmyJKikIXad
https://www.mkinsightgroup.com/workingfromhome
https://online.fliphtml5.com/fslqo/qqwa/#p=17


Thank You

millerknoll.com
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